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Discussion Document 

 

Here follow two extracts reflecting on the character of monarchy. Vergil wrote the first full-length 

attempt at a universal or national history within a humanist tradition; an approach that was to 

become better established in the following century. Here is an historian that readily considers his 

predecessors, reflects on the sources that he has to hand and the origins of his subject – in this case 

the history of England. Any religious connotation or analogy is absent and as such represents a 

departure from the Chronicle histories that hitherto had been the dominant style. Clarendon, by 

contrast, is a humanist history of the English Civil War, written while the embers of the conflict still 

smouldered. 

And latterly some men undertook to write almost day-by-day accounts. But they compiled annals in 

which both the arrangement and the style was so threadbare that they justly strike us, as they say, 

as food without seasoning. And yet they were such that, when read alongside the histories of other 

nations who have had dealings with the English, they can supply matter for the creation of a new 

work. Having perceived this, I, who had already dedicated myself to investigating old things, began 

to read, study, imbibe, and copy out these annals of the English and other nations more carefully, 

and for this reason I elected to gather my material, no matter how raw and unadorned, from all 

manner of sources, which I might learnedly polish and adorn when considerations of time did not 

prevent me. Thus I had to begin all over again ab ovo [from the origin], as they say, in composing this 

history I have created with no small effort, and I have entitled it English because such today is the 

name of the island’s greater part, and by far the greatest part of its government. But just as a history 

is not completed in a small amount of time, so, after being completed and published, it does not 

acquire credibility, popularity, and authority overnight, particularly among a people whose 

accomplishments have long remained hidden.. For which reason I have had no hesitation in 

submitting this work for censure by you first of all men, particularly since you know how to pass right 

judgment on things that have been done or need doing, being as you have been born for rule and for 

justice, are endowed with great prudence, are exceptionally well-read in letters both human and 

divine, and well understand all the goodly arts. And so for your singular virtue you easily surpass, not 

just the glory of sovereigns alive today, but also the memory of all antiquity. And in this history there 

are things that will give you no small delight, since from them you may understand the customs of 

your subject, which have always been constantly taken into account from the nation’s beginning, in 

matters both private and public. Farewell. London, August 1533. 
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